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Recommended Chrome Extensions for Students with Dyslexia
All Chrome Extensions can be found by going to https://chrome.google.com/webstore/category/extensions
If you are using this on a work computer, please check with your IT administrator and/or your school’s IT policy before downloading
any software.
Name
Read Up

Cost
Free

BeeLine
Reader

Free 2-week trial,
then $1.99/month

Mercury
Reader

Free

Citationsy

Free

Grammarly

Free, with Premium
Option

Description
Automatically look up book reading levels
as you browse, making it easy for parents
& teachers to find books for young readers
BeeLine uses a color gradient to guide
your eyes from the end of one line to the
beginning of the next. This simple tweak
makes reading easier and faster because it
allows you to transition between lines
quickly and effortlessly.
The Mercury Reader extension for Chrome
removes ads and distractions, leaving only
text and images for a clean and consistent
reading view on every site.
This Chrome extension will let you cite any
website with a single click. We support
citations in APA, Harvard, DIN, Chicago,
MLA, and thousands of other referencing
styles.
From grammar and spelling to style and
tone, Grammarly helps you eliminate
writing errors. Grammarly is a writing

Contact with Questions
dev@arialvetica.com

BeeLineReader.com
Contact Form on website.

https://postlight.com/
Click “Get in Touch” and use Contact Form.

support@citationsy.com

https://support.grammarly.com/

Zoom

Free

Line Height
Adjuster

Free

Night Shift

Free

Reader Mode

Free

CaptiVoice

Basic features are
free (requires a
login), but premium
features are
available for a
subscription.

assistant that goes deeper than grammar
to offer you comprehensive writing
feedback.
Zoom in or out on web content using the
zoom button and mouse scroll wheel for
more comfortable reading.
This extension allows you to adjust the
space between lines to give a better
reading experience.
This app changes the color temperature of
the Chrome tabs (entire content) towards
the yellowish part of the color spectrum,
that reduces some of the blue light from
the screen, thus, an eye strain during
night-time use, helping to reduce
disruption of sleep patterns. Colors can be
customized to one’s choice.
Reader Mode is a Chrome reading
extension and web app that removes
clutter, ads and distractions, while also
including bookmarking, annotating,
highlighting, text-to-speech and many
other features all in one tool. Features are
more complex and would be more
appropriate for middle-school and up.
Free features include text-to-speech,
changing fonts, colors, masking the text,
offline use, and cross-device sync.

https://www.stefanvd.net/support/browserextension
ashconnollydigital@gmail.com

None available.

https://readermode.io/
Click on the bottom right corner to chat with
the developer.

support@captivoice.com
or call 888-533-7884

Read Aloud

Free, but premium
features, including
different read-aloud
voices, available for
$0.99 - $2.99

Read Aloud works on a variety of websites.
Read Aloud allows you to select from a variety
of text-to-speech voices, including those
provided natively by the browser.

Information is accurate as of January 2020.

